Finally, a Bluetooth® headset for the mobile professional!

The VXi VoxStar™ is a best-in-class Bluetooth designed for professional communication in an increasingly noisy world. VoxStar employs the same advanced noise-canceling technology used in VXi’s BlueParrott line to eliminate 93% of background noise from users’ conversations.
VoxStar UC Bluetooth Office Wireless

- Professional communication headset solution.
- Noise-canceling (93%) and wideband audio minimize distractions and misunderstandings.
- Lightweight at only 0.6 oz.
- Multipoint pairing and A2DP support.
- Up to 66 ft. range, 7+ hours of talk time.
- Includes USB charger, cable and multiple wearing styles and ear cushions for optimum comfort and fit.
- BT2 USB Bluetooth Adapter for UC connectivity.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Mobile Professionals
Office Professionals
Busy, high noise environments, i.e. airport, commuting